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Abstract—-Confocal microscopy is widely used in neurobiology for studying the three-dimensional structure of the nervous system. 
Confocal image data are often multi-channel, with each channel resulting from a different fluorescent dye or fluorescent protein; 
one channel may have dense data, while another has sparse; and there are often structures at several spatial scales: subneuronal 
domains, neurons, and large groups of neurons (brain regions). Even qualitative analysis can therefore require visualization using 
techniques and parameters fine-tuned to a particular dataset. Despite the plethora of volume rendering techniques that have been 
available for many years, the techniques standardly used in neurobiological research are somewhat rudimentary, such as looking at 
image slices or maximal intensity projections. Thus there is a real demand from neurobiologists, and biologists in general, for a flexible 
visualization tool that allows interactive visualization of multi-channel confocal data, with rapid fine-tuning of parameters to reveal 
the three-dimensional relationships of structures of interest. Together with neurobiologists, we have designed such a tool, choosing 
visualization methods to suit the characteristics of confocal data and a typical biologist's workflow. We use interactive volume rendering 
with intuitive settings for multidimensional transfer functions, multiple render modes and multi-views for multi-channel volume data, 
and embedding of polygon data into volume data for rendering and editing. As an example, we apply this tool to visualize confocal 
microscopy datasets of the developing zebrafish visual system.
index Terms—Visualization, neurobiology, confocal microscopy, qualitative analysis, volume rendering.
♦
1 Introduction
There has been a tremendous explosion in the popularity of confo­
cal microscopy [61 in recent years, due to its ability to produce high- 
quality 3D images, scan fluorescent specimens that have a thickness 
of hundreds of microns, and generate time sequence images of living 
cells and tissues as 4D data. The discovery of fluorescent proteins [ 171 
provides an invaluable approach for marking biological targets. When 
fluorescent proteins or dyes of different emission wave lengths are 
used for marking different cell/tissue types in confocal scannings, the 
resulting image datasets are multi-channel.
In neurobiology, confocal technology is widely used for studying 
the three-dimensional structure of the nervous system; Figure 1 shows 
the typical workflow. Visualization tools are required for qualitative 
analysis, which gives an overall evaluation of the experiment results, 
and higher quality and interactivity of these tools can help researchers 
decide which quantitative measurements to make, and extract biologi­
cally significant conclusions.
However, most neurobiologists' tools for qualitative analysis are 
rudimentary, such as looking at image slices or maximal intensity 
projections. There are several academic and commercial visualiza­
tion packages available, but these have various significant feature lim­
itations when applied to multi-channel confocal data. Despite the 
plethora of volume rendering techniques that have been available for 
many years, there is a real demand from neurobiologists, and biolo­
gists in general, for a flexible visualization tool that allows interactive 
visualization of multi-channel confocal data, with rapid fine-tuning of 
parameters to reveal the three-dimensional relationships of structures
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of interest.
Confocal microscopy data have their own characteristics, which dif­
fer from other biomedical data, such as CT or MRI, which must be 
taken into consideration as we design such a tool for confocal m i­
croscopy visualization:
Multi-channel data: As mentioned above, labeling with different 
fluorescent proteins and fluorescent dyes yields multi-channel 
data, with each channel representing a different cell or tissue 
type. Usually the data in different channels are spatially inter­
woven, with data from one channel having the highest interest, 
such as the channel containing labeled neuron fibers.
Subtle boundaries: Clearly visualized boundaries of brain regions 
are often essential for analysis, as when analyzing connectivity 
of neuron fibers between regions [15, 211. However, biologi­
cally meaningful boundaries may be only subtly presented in the 
confocal data, and may be present in only one channel of the 
multi-channel data. Thus, boundary segmentation must often be 
done manually.
Finely detailed structures: Biomedical techniques such as antibody 
staining and gene transfer allow delivery of fluorescent dyes to 
specific cell or tissue types, which can result in very finely de­
tailed structures, such as neuronal fibers or synapses.
Visual occluders and noise: Structures irrelevant to the analysis 
may also be labeled through the fluorescent staining process, re­
sulting in visual occluders that obscure the structures to be vi­
sualized. Fine detailed structures can also be obscured by noisy 
data, due to statistical noise or electronic noise from the scanning 
device [71.
Working together with neurobiologists, we have designed an inter­
active visualization tool, which suits a typical biologist's workflow and 
meets the challenges listed above. The contributions of our work and 
this application paper to visualizing confocal microscopy data are:
Interactive settings of volume rendering properties to maximize 
rendering quality: For better rendering quality and depth per­
ception, we add shading and depth cueing to volume render­
ing. For detail enhancement and noise suppression, a 2D transfer 
function can be set through intuitive parameters. All the volume 
rendering parameters take effect interactively.
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Multi-modes and multi-views for multi-channel data visualiza­
tion: The multi-channel dataset can be combined in a single ren­
der view with different render modes, with each mode showing 
a different aspect of the data. With multi-view, different render 
modes can be displayed at the same time, or several datasets can 
be compared.
Embedding polygon data into volume data for region definition 
and volume editing: Biological boundaries are usually manu­
ally extracted as polygon data with segmentation tools. These 
polygon data can be rendered together with volume data, which 
is a clear and efficient way to show the regions of interest. Fur­
thermore, polygon data can be used to trim the volume data, and 
volume data within different regions defined by polygon data can 
have different property settings to aid visualization.
Fig. 1. A typical workflow in neurobiology research with confocal mi­
croscopy.
2 Related Work
We have drawn our techniques from previous work on 3D visualiza­
tion, including volume rendering, transfer function settings, and poly­
gon rendering.
Cai and Sakas [4] proposed three levels of data intermixing and 
rendering pipelines in direct multi-volume rendering, which include 
image level intensity intermixing, accumulation level opacity inter­
mixing, and illumination model level parameter intermixing. They ap­
plied their method to radiotherapy treatment planning, and compared 
the features of each method. Rossler et al. [20] described a framework 
for GPU-based multi-volume rendering, which was used for the visu­
alization of functional brain images. In their framework, they provide 
a correct overlaying of an arbitrary number of volumes, with the vi­
sual output for each volume independently controlled. In his thesis 
work, Grimm [8] presented a full-blown high-quality raycasting sys­
tem, which can efficiently process and visualize multiple large medical 
volume datasets.
Kniss et al. [11] proposed using multidimensional transfer functions 
for interactive volume rendering, and used a set of direct manipulation 
widgets for transfer function settings. Seg3D [22] uses the widgets de­
scribed in Kniss's paper to set 2D transfer functions for volume render­
ing. Rezk-Salama et al. [19] presented a framework for implementing 
semantic models for transfer function assignment in volume rendering 
applications and demonstrated that semantic models can effectively be 
used to hide the complexity of visual parameter assignment from the 
non-expert user for a specific examination purpose.
Everitt [5] described an algorithm for interactively rendering order- 
independent transparent polygon objects, also known as depth peeling, 
with graphics hardware. The depth peeling algorithm is widely used 
for correctly blending transparent polygon meshes. Kreegerand Kauf­
man [12] presented an algorithm that embeds opaque and/or translu­
cent polygons within volumetric data, by rendering thin slabs of the 
translucent polygons between volume slices using slice-order volume 
rendering. They demonstrated their algorithm with examples of med­
ical applications and flight simulators. Nagy and Klein [14] pre­
sented the concept of volumetric depth-peeling, and they separated
the volume data into interior and exterior based on a fixed iso-value. 
Weiskopf et al. [26] proposed clipping methods that are capable of us­
ing complex geometries for volume clipping, which enable selecting 
and exploring subregions of the dataset.
There is excellent previous work on visualization and segmenta­
tion of data from optical microscopes. Janoos et al. [10] presented a 
method to reconstruct dendrites and spines from optical microscope 
data by using a surface representation, and the dendrites and spines 
are visualized in a manner that displays the spines' types and the in­
herent uncertainty in identification and classification. Mosaliganti et 
al. [13] described methods to reconstruct cellular biological structures 
from optical microscopy data, and they applied their methods to light, 
confocal and phase-contrast microscopy data.
There are some commercially available software packages that can 
be used for visualizing confocal data. Amira [25] can render volume 
datasets from confocal microscopes, and visualize them together with 
polygon data, which are usually generated by its segmentation tool au­
tomatically or manually. Imaris [2] incorporates multiple volume ren­
dering algorithms for visualizing microscopy data interactively, and it 
can also generate polygon data for rendering or volume editing. Voloc- 
ity [9] can load multi-channel confocal data, and it provides both in­
teractive and non-interactive volume renderers for visualizing them. 
The neurobiologist users often feel there are still problems with these 
tools: many don 't provide adequate parameter settings for fine-tuning 
volume rendering results; some are not interactive when adjusting pa­
rameters; and it is always laborious to analyze repetitive experiments.
3 Visualization of Confocal Microscopy  Data for 
Qualitative Analysis
3.1 A Workflow of Qualitative Analysis of Confocal Mi­
croscopy Data
Figure 1 shows a detailed workflow of qualitative analysis, which in 
neurobiological research, answers questions such as whether certain 
types of cells are present in a region, how neuron fibers connect dif­
ferent regions, and if there is a difference between samples. In this 
workflow, pre-processing often consists of basic image processing 
techniques such as noise reduction and contrast enhancement; me­
dian filters are usually used for noise reduction [16]. Segmentation 
and visualization steps are sometimes iterative, involving generation 
of polygon data, combining the rendering of polygon data and volume 
data, and regenerating polygon data. In the visualization steps, de­
tails of the datasets are examined, which requires fine-tuned rendering 
quality with great interactivity. In the comparison step, datasets from 
different samples are often compared, such as datasets of a mutant and 
a wildtype sample of zebrafish, or datasets from replicate experiments.
3.2 Interactive Volume Rendering and Rendering Quality 
Enhancem ent
We use GPU slice-based volume rendering for real-time display and 
user interaction. Optical properties, color information, and opacities 
are assigned and blended [24], Compared to looking at image slices 
and maximum intensity projections, our tool can provide better per­
ception of the spatial structures. Compared to volume rendering meth­
ods previously used in neurobiology, our tool has the advantage of 
providing a strong visual cue for orientation and depth, and high in­
teractivity. It is useful not only for single dataset visualization but for 
comparing several different samples, especially when the datasets are 
scanned with samples oriented differently.
3.2.1 Shading and Depth Cueing
Our tool provides better perception for 3D spatial structures by adding 
shading and depth cueing to the volume rendering [23, 3]. User ad­
justable settings allow fine-tuning of these effects.
Shading is calculated according to the Phong model [18], where 
normals are approximated from gradients and stored in the 3D tex­
tures. Figure 2A shows the default shading effect, and Figure 2B 
shows the result after changing the ambient intensity, and shapes of 
local features, such as individual cells, are better perceived.
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gists prefer intuitiveness and efficiency to complicated transfer func­
tion widgets and settings. With this in mind, we chose a family of the 
2D transfer functions that best suits confocal data structure extraction, 
while the parameters for line-tuning the shapes of the transfer func­
tion are chosen and named for better operability. The shape of the 2D 
transfer function, as well as the parameters, are illustrated in Figure 3.
) Offset
Boundary Extraction
Fig. 2. Rendering effects. A: Default shading effect; B: Lowering the am­
bient intensity increases the contrast for local features; C: Depth cueing 
can better show the overall shape; D: Cyan colored channel (all cell nu­
clei) obstructs other channels; E: increasing the transparency may be 
helpful, but it makes the rendering obscure, and underlying channels are 
still partially occluded; F: increasing the boundary extraction value can 
better show the spreading of the cells and underlying channels; G: The 
motor neurons (green) projecting to the eye muscles appear artifactu- 
ally disconnected (arrowhead); H: Adjusting the offset value reveals that 
motor neuron fibers are in fact connected; I: Shading helps better define 
the shape; J: Noise is superimposed on the data of interest in the red 
channel (eye muscles); K: Increasing the low threshold suppresses the 
noise; L: A map of the regions analyzed. (Dataset: Zebrafish head)
Our tool lets user set the voxel aspect ratio for loaded volume 
datasets, as confocal volume usually has lower Z resolution and thus 
the voxels are anisotropic. To avoid lighting artifacts caused by chang­
ing voxel aspect ratio, the pre-calculated normals are rescaled in the 
shader programs according to user settings.
Depth cueing is applied by attenuating the intensity values accord­
ing to the relative depths o f voxels, and the attenuated intensity value 
is calculated with the following equation:
Vann = f  X Vbg +  (1 - / )  X Vdma: f  = f c l f c  X Vscal(,
Where Vaw, is the attenuated intensity. is the background inten­
sity. V(iata is the voxel intensity. d(iata, dj-rom and rffcad- arc the distances 
o f the voxel, front and back of data from the view point, and Vscafe is a 
parameter controlling how much attenuation is applied, which can be 
adjusted by the user. Figure 2C shows the results after depth cueing is 
applied, where the overall shape of the 3D structure is more apparent 
than with only shading (Figure 2B).
3.2.2 Intuitive and Efficient Transfer Function Settings
2D transfer functions [11] are used for setting rendering properties of 
volume data, as their boundary extracting capability can render tine 
structures from confocal data. We found, however, that neurobiolo­
Fig. 3. 2D Transfer function and its parameters.
Figure 3 shows a joint histogram of the volume data, its axes being 
intensity value and gradient magnitude. The 2D transfer function oc­
cupies a rectangular region of the histogram and has a tent-like shape. 
The meanings o f the parameters are:
Boundary extraction: Controls the cut-off value of gradient magni­
tude. Setting a higher value can isolate better-defined boundaries 
in the volume data. Figure 2F shows that spreading of nuclei is 
seen in a combined rendering with other channels. By increasing 
the boundary extraction value, only the voxels defining nucleus 
boundaries are rendered. Combined with transparency adjust­
ment. both the underlying channels and the spreading of nuclei 
are seen, which is not possible by adjusting transparency solely 
(Figure 2E).
Offset: Sets the intensity peak in the 2D transfer function, so that 
voxels with the corresponding intensity value are accentuated. 
Figure 2H and I show that the continuity of neuron libers is re­
covered after adjusting intensity offset.
Low and high thresholds: Set the low and high cut-off values of 
scalar intensity. These values are useful for noise suppression. 
Figure 2J and K show an example before and after the threshold 
values are adjusted; noisy data are eliminated after adjusting the 
low threshold value.
Gamma: Controls how values off the intensity peak are attenuated 
by adjusting the exponent of the intensity values. Gamma is ad­
justed to get a better contrast o f the output renderings.
For multi-channel volume dataset, transfer function for each chan­
nel can be adjusted independently. Our tool lets users interact with 
a limited set of parameters, with each parameter adjusted by either 
linked slider or numerical entry. The corresponding parameter settings 
in the user interface are listed in Figure 9. By avoiding complicated 
widgets or the jargon of transfer function settings, the provided inter­
face is more intuitive for neurobiologists to use and can quickly obtain 
the desired visualization results. Users can also save the settings of 
previous work, and apply them to similar datasets, or use them as a 
starting point for later tine-tuning, which further accelerates the visu­
alization workflow.
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Fig. 4. Render modes. A: Layered; B: Depth sorted; C: Composite. In layered mode (A), the rendering order of the channels, from top to bottom, 
is: neurons (green), muscles (red), and all cell nuclei (blue). The fibers of motor neurons can be observed without any obstruction, even when user 
rotates the view. In depth sorted mode (B), almost all the information from other channels is covered by that of all cell nuclei (blue). Increasing the 
transparency of the obstructing channel makes it obscure and less detailed, as seen in Figure 2E. With composite mode (C), all the channels can 
be seen at the same time, as well as the fine details. (Dataset: Zebrafish head)
3.3 Multi-modes and Multi-views for Multi-channel Volume 
Data
For multi-channel confocal microscopy data, qualitative analysis usu­
ally requires visualizing the spatial relationship between data from dif­
ferent channels. When combined together, however, data from differ­
ent channels often interfere with each other, and details of interest from 
one channel can be occluded. Our tool provides three render modes 
suggested by our collaborating neurobiologists for multi-channel vol­
ume data. When used jointly, both the spatial relationships and details 
can be visualized clearly. Figure 4 compares the results of same three- 
channel dataset with different modes, and the three render modes are:
Layered mode: Similar to layers in 2D painting software, the vol­
ume data are layered on top of one another, rendered in the order 
of channels specified by the user. In this mode, the top layer data 
cover the lower ones. This does not respect the relative depth 
relationships within the data, especially during user interaction. 
Visualization experts did not expect this mode to be effective. 
Surprisingly neurobiologists often prefer this mode since it can 
better show fine inner structures, such as neuron fibers, when 
placed in the top layer (Figure 4A).
Depth sorted mode: The multi-channel volume data are blended 
first for each polygon slice and then the slices are blended to­
gether. This is the correct way to show the spatial relation­
ships between channels, and most visualization tools that support 
multi-channel datasets use this mode. But sometimes the fine 
structures from one channel are covered by voxels from other 
channels with lower depth values. Lowering the transparency of 
the obstructing data can reveal the deeper structures, but usually 
the details of the obstructing data are lost (Figure 4B).
Composite mode: This is the image level intermixing described by 
Cai and Sakas [41. Each dataset of the multi-channel volume data 
is first rendered into a texture, and the textures are composed into 
the final rendering with color component addition. As shown in 
Figure 4C. information from all channels can be seen at the same 
time, as long as distinguishable colors are used. As it is not nec­
essary to increase the transparency of the occluding channels, the 
renderings of all channels are bright and full of details. As most 
datasets in confocal research have three channels or less, it is 
most effective to set colors as pure red. green, and blue. Shading 
effect calculation is clamped to single color components if data 
channels are set to pure red. green, and blue. So the original data
channel information can still be extracted from the exported im­
ages of this mode, by separating the color channels. And this is 
important for further processing and publishing.
Neurobiologists may find features they need in each mode, with 
each mode best suiting certain applications. Joint views of different 
render modes can allow even better data comprehension. We provide 
an interface to allow the neurobiologists to switch between the render 
modes quickly, and multiple viewports can be set for different render 
modes, which can be operated separately, or synchronized to the same 
viewing direction.
Multi-views are indispensable when comparing different datasets 
in the qualitative analysis workflow. Datasets from replicate samples 
or from mutants and wildtypes are visualized and compared in differ­
ent views. Like the transfer function settings, users can set the views 
quickly and accurately, or let the tool remember the view settings for 
later comparison.
3.4 Embedding Polygon Data for Region Definition and 
Volume Editing
As mentioned above, incorporation of biologically meaningful bound­
aries can greatly aid interpretation of confocal data. However, bound­
aries often cannot be reconstructed simply by setting transfer func­
tions or through automatic segmentation, so that polygon data result­
ing from manual segmentation of the volume data are necessary to 
visualize the boundaries. For some applications such as crude region 
definition or volume culling, simple polygon geometries can be gener­
ated on the fly. and translated, rotated, or scaled to specific positions. 
This is less time-consuming than manual segmentation, but is still suf­
ficient for many cases in qualitative analysis where precision is not a 
major concern.
We use the depth peeling [51 algorithm to solve the ordering prob­
lem when multiple transparent objects as well as volume data are ren­
dered. The user can set its accuracy by adjusting the number of peeling 
layers.
In many applications of qualitative analysis, one peeling layer can 
achieve a satisfactory result while maintaining high interactivity. With 
a higher peeling layer setting, better accuracy can be achieved, al­
lowing better understanding of how the volume data and the polygon- 
defined regions are spatially related. For most complex geometries re­
sulting from confocal data segmentation, we found four layers enough 
for sufficient accuracy. Figure 5 illustrates the algorithm and Figure 6 
compares the difference between the depth peeling settings. The ex­
amples show how the positions of neurons relative to the eye and cen­
tral brain can be better perceived.
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Fig. 6. Depth peeling results. A: Ventral view of the volume data showing retinal ganglion cells connecting between the eye and the brain; B: 
Polygon data added, separating volume data into eye (magenta) and brain (cyan); depth peeling layers set to one; C: Same data, depth peeling 
layers set to four. Arrowheads point to two branches of visual neuron fibers. With more depth peeling layers (C), it is clear that the lower branch is 
located deeper behind the eye region, which is not apparent in either A or B. (Dataset: Zebrafish head)
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Fig. 5. Depth peeling algorithm. A: Only one depth peeling layer; B: n 
depth peeling layers.
3.4.1 Volume Editing with Polygon Data
Some visual occluders are clustered and large, and therefore hard to 
eliminate by using transfer functions. Polygon data can be used to 
cull these data. We generate voxelized objects [26] from polygon data, 
which are 3D textures containing information whether a voxel is inside 
or outside the enclosure defined by polygon data. The mask volume 
separates data volume into interior and exterior, either of which can 
be culled. Different channels can share one mask volume, or in most 
cases, they are culled with different mask volumes. Figure 7 shows 
how volume culling is applied to a three-channel dataset, where eye 
muscles and neurons are clearly visualized, and their spatial relation­
ships better revealed, after culling the visual occluders.
Furthermore, different transfer functions can be applied to volume 
data within different regions defined by polygon data. Figure 8 shows 
how this is applied to the data from the visual system, where intercon­
nected neurons are color-coded according to the regions where they 
are situated.
4 Results and Discussion
4.1 Implementation and Application
In collaboration with neurobiologists, we have realized our design 
goals and chosen techniques as a working tool, which can aid neu­
robiologists for qualitative analysis of confocal data. Our implemen­
tation uses an OpenGL-based volume rendering library we developed. 
The input formats of our tool are tiff and nrrd. which are commonly 
used in medical researches and can be easily converted from manufac­
turer specific raw formats of confocal microscopes. The tool reads in 
the volume datasets, pre-calculates gradient fields and 2D histograms. 
The in-memory datasets are broken into blocks that each can fit into 
the graphics memory, and the data blocks are sent to the graphics card 
for rendering as OpenGL texture objects. Shading and depth cueing
effects. 2D transfer function lookup, the render modes, and depth peel­
ing are all coded with OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL). A screen­
shot of the tool is shown in Figure 9. and its functions and operations 
are demonstrated in the supplementary video.
As an example, our collaborating neurobiologists applied our tool 
to visualize Tg(bm3a-hsp70:GFP) transgenic zebrafish embryos (Fig­
ure 10). recently described in the neurobiological literature [1. 21], 
and compared the result with that of using maximum intensity projec­
tions. These transgenics express GFP in retinal axons as well as tectal 
neurons. Our tool’s visualizations (Figure 10A-C) illuminated several 
features that were previously obscured in maximum intensity projec­
tions (Figure 10D-F). First, there was a clear boundary between the 
optic tectum, where the retinal axons terminate, and the cell bodies 
of the tectal neurons (Figure 10B); this boundary is obscured in the 
maximum intensity projection (Figure 10E). Second. 3D relationships 
that are hidden in the maximum intensity projection (Figure 10E) be­
come clear when volume-rendered: the eye and the tectobulbar tract 
are located deeper than the optic tectum (Figure 10B). Third, volume 
rendering reveals surface texture (Figure 10C) obscured by pixel sat­
uration in maximum intensity projections (Figure 10F); showing for 
instance the presence of an arborization field contacted by the retinal 
axons just before they reach the optic tectum.
4.2 Performance and Rendering Quality Com parison
The tool has been tested and compared to other available pack­
ages by neurobiologists, and they found it better suits their research 
needs in terms of interactivity, rendering quality, and efficiency. Fig­
ures 2. 4. 6. 7. 8. 10. and 11 were all generated by neurobiologists in 
their studies of zebrafish. Table 1 shows the rendering speed of our 
tool for the two datasets we used in the paper (on Windows PC with 
Core 2 Quad Q9550 2.83GHz. GeForce GTX 280. 4GB RAM. and 
1600x1200 display).
Table 2 compares the operating time of our tool and other com­
monly used commercial packages. The timings were calculated by 
studying the video captures of the operations by a fluent user in neu­
robiology confocal research. The dataset used for comparing is the 
zebrafish head dataset. In Table 2. data loading is the time from open­
ing the datasets to when they are displayed in the viewport; parameter 
adjusting is the time used to adjust rendering properties to get satis­
fying results. Please notice that the user we studied here had worked 
with the datasets and the tools for quite long time, and was very famil­
iar with the processes. So the timings only reflect the fastest operations 
possible. Even our tool has more parameters, neurobiologist users find 
them necessary and easy to work with.
Figure 11 compares the rendering results of same dataset with dif­
ferent tools. The results were generated by a neurobiologist working
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Fig. 7. Volume culling with polygon data. A: Original volume data; B: 
Volume data after culling: C: The process of culling the occluding data in 
the yellow channel, showing retinal ganglion cells (RGCs: C1: Original 
volume data: C2: Polygon data enclosing the layer of photoreceptor 
cells are loaded: C3: Volume data inside of the region are culled: C4: 
The volume data after culling): D: Culling the visual occluders in the 
green channel, showing motor neurons (D1: Original volume data: D2: 
Polygon data enclosing neuron clusters of the brain are loaded: D3: The 
volume data inside of the polygon data are culled: D4: The output data 
show only motor neurons.). (Dataset: Zebrafish head)
with confocal data for eleven years and familiar with all the tools com­
pared. The rendering parameters of each tool were adjusted with the 
aim of showing details of fine structures as well as overall surface 
shapes of the sample studied. By rendering the same dataset, we can 
see each tool's strength and shortcomings in rendering quality. For 
example. Volocity is good at rendering details of the fibers and cells 
but doesn't interpret the surface shape as good as Imaris. Our tool can 
render both local details and global shapes clearly.
4.3 Feature D iscussion
Our collaborating neurobiologists compared the tool to other tools that 
use different rendering techniques, and they concluded that our tool 
has the best interaction speed, without apparent rendering quality loss. 
The advantage of a GPU-based volume renderer is most obvious when 
there are many finely detailed structures in a dataset - usually the user 
wants to explore the dataset quickly, and often wants to keep high 
rendering quality during viewport interaction, so that he or she can 
keep track of certain structural details. Our collaborating neurobiolo-
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Fig. 8. Different transfer function settings of volume data in different re­
gions. The process shows how cells in different biologically meaningful 
regions are marked out, where the color-coded volume data represent 
cells in eye (green) and tectum (yellow) regions respectively. A: The 
loaded volume data show the eye and tectum: B: Two polygon datasets 
are loaded, defining the regions of the eye and tectum: C: Connecting 
neuron fibers between the eye and tectum can be culled: D: Different 
colors can be set for different regions. (Dataset: Zebrafish head)
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gists also appreciate the instant visual feedback of rendering parameter 
changes that a GPU-based volume renderer can provide, where they 
can quickly fine-tune the rendering properties without waiting for the 
changes to take effect.
Our collaborating neurobiologists mentioned many times that the 
available volume rendering packages are not efficient for confocal 
data. This is because many volume rendering packages try to provide 
comprehensive settings for volume properties such as transfer function 
editors, which are sometimes confusing and laborious to work with. 
In contrast, we analyzed the specific features of confocal data, and de­
signed parameter settings accordingly. The neurobiologists found the 
set of parameters we provided for transfer function manipulation are 
more intuitive for confocal data; they can often get the desired results 
within minutes. This is especially important when there are multiple 
datasets to process as in high-throughput microscopy.
As mentioned in the introductory section, most confocal datasets 
are multi-channel. Our collaborating neurobiologists felt that many 
available tools either neglected this important feature completely, or 
did not pay much attention as to how to present different channels 
together, yet render clearly both individual channels and the relation­
ships between them. They found the multiple render modes of our 
tool a good way to handle multi-channel data. They often start with 
layered mode, and setting the channel with the finest detail as the top 
layer. For instance, motor neuron labeling (Figure 4A) has many fibers
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Fig. 9. A screenshot of our tool. A: Toolbar, and the buttons are: Open 
Volume, Open Project, Save Project, Open Mesh, New View, Make 
Movie, and Info. B: Data View, loaded datasets are listed. C: Scene 
View, manages the viewports and associated datasets. D: Render 
View, displays the datasets. E: Viewport Settings, top: render modes, 
screen capture button, background color setting, depth peeling layers; 
left: depth attenuation setting; right: zoom factor; bottom: rotation an­
gles. F: Volume Property Settings, items are listed in figure, and items 
for transfer function settings correspond to those in Figure 3.
and is otherwise easily occluded by other channels. They then switch 
to other modes (Figure 4B and C) to better perceive spatial relation­
ships. The synchronized multi-views arc often used for displaying the 
different modes at the same time, as their advantages complement each 
other.
As mentioned in section 3.4, boundary extraction typically needs to 
be done manually. Thus, our collaborating neurobiologists appreciate 
the flexibility our tool provides, of loading either manually or auto­
matically segmented polygon data, and of creating and manipulating 
simple polygon geometries, for volume editing. Wc also found that 
using polygon data is probably the easiest method for volume editing, 
as the proccss resembles that in a polygon-based 3D modeling tool. 
By cutting volume data and setting properties for different subregions, 
our collaborating neurobiologists found they could make more elegant 
and cffcctivc visualizations of their confocal data.
Through our development proccss, the feature most emphasized on 
by our collaborating neurobiologists, was not rendering quality, but the 
user intcrfacc. They found that many similar tools arc frustrating to use 
bccausc of their user intcrfacc. Wc studied the workflow and operative 
behaviors of a typical ncurobiologist carrying out his research on con­
focal data, and accordingly fine-tuned the user intcrfacc of our tool. 
Sonic small features, such as providing multiple methods for viewport 
interaction including mouse dragging, slider adjusting and numerical 
entering, saving frequently used parameters as a user's default, syn­
chronizing the multi-view for comparison, or even laying out the user 
intcrfacc elements at handy positions, arc surprisingly highly valued 
by our collaborating neurobiologists. They found that these features 
accclcratc the workflow greatly, cspccially for repetitive analysis.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, wc have presented an interactive visualization tool for 
multi-channcl confocal microscopy data in ncurobiology research. Wc 
followed the typical workflow of a ncurobiologist, and discusscd how 
visualization techniques, such as interactive volume rendering, shad­
ing and depth curing for volume data, transfer function settings, and 
embedding polygon data into volume data for region definition and 
editing, arc applied to the qualitative analysis of the datasets. Wc also 
explored how to make the workflow easier and more cfficicnt. Avail­
able commercial tools were deemed lacking by neurobiologists, lead­
ing to the design goals stated in the introductory scction, and our ncu­
robiologist coauthors found the new tool allows them to better perform 
analysis and high-throughput ncurobiology studies.
Fig. 10. The zebrafish visual system, rendered with our tool (A-C) and 
compared to previously used maximum intensity projections (D-F). A, 
D: Dorsal views of neurons expressing Tg(brn3a-hsp70:GFP) (green), 
and all nuclei (magenta). B, E: Dorsal views of Tg(brn3a-hsp70:GFP)- 
expressing neurons only. C, F: Medial view of Tg(brn3a-hsp70:GFP)- 
expressing neurons. Red, cell bodies colocalized with nuclear staining; 
green, neural fibers. Arrowhead indicates pretectal arborization field. 
TeO, optic tectum; TTB, tectobulbar tract; RA, retinal axon. A, ante­
rior; P, posterior; D, dorsal; V, ventral; M, medial; L, lateral. (Dataset: 
Zebrafish visual system)
For future work, wc would like to work on larger datasets and tem­
poral data scqucnccs, as well as the integration of focus-plus-contcxt 
techniques. Neurobiologists would like to find methods to visualize 
the temporal development of the volume confocal data in real-time, 
such as growth of the zebrafish embryo. It would also be of interest to 
add the most rcccnt research results in volume data segmentation and 
apply them for both easier segmentation and segmentation of temporal 
data.
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3 Channels 1 Channel (all cell nuclei)
Fig. 11. The rendering result comparison between commercial pack­
ages and our tool. Left column: renderings of three channels (red: 
muscles, green: neurons, blue: all cell nuclei). The dashed rectan­
gular regions (A1 -D1) show the fine details of the neurons inside the 
eye, which can be better seen in our tool. Right column: renderings of 
single channel (all cell nuclei). The dashed rectangular regions (A2-D2) 
show a ruptured region of the tissues. The indentation of the damaged 
tissues can be better observed in our tool. (Dataset: Zebrafish head)
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